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Patterns in intraspecific variation in root traits are speciesspecific along an elevation gradient
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Abstract
1. Intraspecific trait variation is an important driver of plant performance in differ-
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ent environments. Although roots acquire essential resources that vary with the
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and research on roots is often restricted to a few species. It remains largely un-
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environment, most studies have focused on intraspecific variation in leaf traits,
clear how and to what extent root traits vary with the environment and whether
2. We compared intraspecific variation in specific root length (SRL), root diameter, root
tissue density (RTD) and root branching density of 11 species along a 1,000 m elevation gradient in the French Alps. We tested (a) the extent of intraspecific versus interspecific root trait variation along the gradient, (b) whether intraspecific trait patterns
with elevation were consistent among species and (c) whether environmental variables better explained intraspecific variation in root traits than elevation. Specifically,
we hypothesised that within a species, root trait values would adjust to enhance
resource acquisition (either through an increase in SRL or root diameter, and/or in
branching density) and/or conservation (increased RTD) at higher elevations.
3. Species identity explained most of the overall variation in root traits. Elevation
explained only a minor proportion of intraspecific root trait variation, which was
larger within than between elevations. Also, trait relationships with elevation rarely
agreed with our hypotheses, varied strongly across species and were often differently related to environmental variation. Generally, climate, soil and vegetation
properties better explained intraspecific root variation than elevation, but these
relationships were highly species-dependent.
4. Along complex environmental gradients where multiple properties simultaneously change, roots of different species vary in different ways, leading to speciesspecific patterns in intraspecific root trait variation. The lack of support for our
hypotheses may be caused by the multiple interactions between environmental
properties, small-scale soil heterogeneity, species phylogeny and changing plant–
plant interactions. Our findings suggest that, to enhance our understanding of the
effects of environmental change on plant performance, we need to better integrate the multiple dimensions of plant responses to change and measure a broader
set of root traits and environmental variables.
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1 | I NTRO D U C TI O N

For example, plants growing in colder and/or low-resource environments—such as high elevation sites—often have root traits favouring

A range of theoretical ecological frameworks has been built on the

resource foraging, such as (i) a small diameter and high specific root

premise that intraspecific trait variation is negligible so that species'

length (SRL, root length per unit root dry mass), or (ii) thick roots

rankings based on their mean trait values remain robust across envi-

reflecting higher mycorrhizal colonisation rates (Chen et al., 2016;

ronments (Garnier et al., 2001; Westoby et al., 2002). Recent studies

Kong et al., 2014; Ma et al., 2018) that favour uptake through greater

show, however, that intraspecific trait variation can be substantial

hyphal length (McCormack & Iversen, 2019). These two contrasting

compared to interspecific trait variation (Niu et al., 2020; Siefert

strategies reflect the ‘fungal collaboration axis’ recently identified

et al., 2015), and can have important consequences for plant perfor-

across species, that separates thick-rooted species that depend on

mance, interactions among plants, between plants and their environ-

mycorrhizal fungi, from species with high SRL that rely more on their

ment, community dynamics and mitigating climate effects on plants

roots to acquire soil resources (Bergmann et al., 2020); these two al-

(Albert et al., 2011; Anderson & Gezon, 2015; Read et al., 2017;

ternative strategies may also exist within species along environmen-

Siefert et al., 2015; Violle et al., 2012). Therefore, determining the

tal gradients, where SRL (Defrenne et al., 2019; Hill et al., 2006; Zhou

degree of, and patterns in, intraspecific trait variation is extremely

et al., 2019) or mycorrhizal colonisation rates (Ostonen et al., 2011;

important for understanding key physiological and ecological plant

Read et al., 2004; Zadworny et al., 2016) are significantly greater for

processes in different environments. However, most studies have fo-

plants on colder, less fertile or drier sites, than for conspecific plants

cused on intraspecific variation in leaf traits (e.g. Albert et al., 2010;

in more favourable environments. On the nutrient-poor, heteroge-

Anderson & Gezon, 2015; Kichenin et al., 2013; Messier et al., 2010;

neous soils usually found at high elevations, root branching density

Read et al., 2017), whereas intraspecific trait variation of roots is of

(i.e. the number of first-order roots, or root tips per unit root length)

equal importance, since plant performance depends on the uptake

can also increase to rapidly exploit resources when roots encoun-

of water and nutrients that can be regulated through changes in root

ter nutrient-rich patches (Chen et al., 2016; Zadworny et al., 2016).

functional trait expression. Studies investigating intraspecific root

Finally, plants at high elevations can possess root traits that reduce

trait variation are usually restricted to a single (e.g. Bristiel et al., 2019;

the loss of scarce resources, such as high root tissue density (root

Defrenne et al., 2019; Ostonen et al., 2011; Zadworny et al., 2016) or

dry mass per unit fresh root volume) that generally contributes to

small number of species (Freschet et al., 2018; Kumordzi et al., 2019;

root longevity, minimising resource loss and extending the period

Read et al., 2017) and general patterns remain largely unclear

during which roots acquire nutrients (Eissenstat, 2000; Ryser, 1996).

(Bardgett et al., 2014). Here, we test how roots of 11 species change

Specific root length, root tissue density and root diameter are

with environmental variation, by examining how root traits vary along

not fully independent from each other. Mathematically, root diam-

an elevation gradient.

eter and tissue density negatively affect SRL (Ostonen et al., 2007).

Elevation gradients are considered valuable systems to examine

Nevertheless, empirical studies show that different species can pro-

plant responses to environmental change (Sundqvist et al., 2013).

duce roots with a variety of combinations of SRL, root diameter and

With elevation, a multitude of climate and soil variables that impact

tissue density values, demonstrating that a range of root trait strat-

plant performance change within a relatively small distance. In tem-

egies can coexist for plants to adjust uptake strategies (Bergmann

perate regions, higher elevations are colder and wetter than lower

et al., 2020; Kramer-Walter et al., 2016; McCormack & Iversen, 2019).

ones, have shorter growing seasons and marked seasonality, and are

It is also likely that within species, plants can simultaneously adopt

characterised by a distinct vegetation adapted to the extreme vari-

acquisitive root trait strategies (i.e. by increasing SRL or root diame-

ations in climate that can be experienced (Körner, 2003; Sundqvist

ter and associated mycorrhizal colonisation, and increasing branch-

et al., 2013). High-elevation soils are usually more heterogeneous

ing density) and conservative strategies (i.e. by increasing root tissue

in terms of nutrient availability (Holtmeier & Broll, 2005), and are

density and prolonging root lifespan), to control resource uptake or

less fertile than soils at lower altitudes (Sveinbjornsson et al., 1995),

conservation in resource-poor, cold environments.

as cooler temperatures slow down microbial activity (Loomis

Variations in root traits along complex environmental gradients

et al., 2006; Mayor et al., 2017), mineralisation rates (Sveinbjornsson

can occur concurrently or be decoupled in space (different influences

et al., 1995) and the decomposition of both leaf and root litter

predominantly occurring at different elevations). For example, as cold

(Loomis et al., 2006; Moore, 1986; See et al., 2019).

versus dry conditions are generally found at the two opposite ends

The climate and soil properties that are modified along eleva-

of a temperate elevation gradient, plants may have a higher SRL at

tion gradients can strongly affect intraspecific root trait variation.

low, drier elevations, and at high elevations with lower temperatures
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and nutrient availability, leading to U-shaped patterns in SRL along an

root trait relationships with environmental variables are stronger

elevation gradient. Such nonlinear patterns along elevation gradients

than with elevation because the local environment is more directly

have been observed for root turnover rates (Graefe et al., 2008), nu-

linked to root functioning.

trient concentrations (He et al., 2016) and arbuscular mycorrhizal colonisation (Kotilínek et al., 2017). As a consequence, to understand the
mechanisms that drive intraspecific patterns in root trait variation,
multiple environmental properties that vary along the same gradient
need to be taken into account and these could have more direct and

2 | M ATE R I A L S A N D M E TH O DS
2.1 | Study site characterisation and sampling

stronger impacts on root trait variation than elevation itself, as has
been suggested for leaf traits (Midolo et al., 2019).

Our study site was an elevation gradient between 1,400 and 2,400 m

The type and strength of intraspecific root trait adjustments to

a.s.l. on a southwest-facing slope, located in the Belledonne Massif

elevation probably depends partially on species identity, as shown

in the French Alps (N 45°7′1″, E 5°53′35″; Figure S1). Bedrock along

for leaves along elevation gradients (Albert et al., 2010; Kichenin

the gradient was composed of variscan metamorphic rocks and ophi-

et al., 2013) and for roots along climatic and rainfall gradients

olitic complexes (Guillot et al., 1992; Ménot, 1988). Climatic data

(Kumordzi et al., 2019; Zhou et al., 2019). These idiosyncrasies may re-

(mean annual temperature (MAT) and mean annual precipitation,

sult from species' differences in environmental preferences that can

including snow (MAP)) were obtained from the Digitalis database

cause their leaves and roots to vary differently with environmental

(Laboratoire SILVA, Université de Lorraine-AgroParisTech-INRAE,

factors along the gradient (Albert et al., 2010; Kichenin et al., 2013).

France). Mean annual temperature and MAP were modelled and

Root trait patterns along elevation or environmental gradients may

mapped at 1 km2 resolution using GIS (Ninyerola et al., 2000) based

also differ between growth forms. Although some studies found no

on spatially distributed variables that characterise the geography,

differences between woody and non-woody species in root and leaf

topography (altitude, slope, exposure, distance to the sea) and land-

intraspecific trait variation along environmental gradients (Kumordzi

use (AMAP, 2020; Bertrand et al., 2011; Piedallu et al., 2013, 2019;

et al., 2019; Siefert et al., 2015), others observed that herbaceous

https://data.inrae.fr/dataverse/ecopics). From 1,400 to 2,400 m

species displayed greater intraspecific leaf (Midolo et al., 2019) and

a.s.l. MAT decreased from 8.5°C to 5.7°C, MAP increased from

root trait variation (Zhao et al., 2016) compared to woody species.

1,024 to 1,187 mm, and the length of the growing season (i.e. num-

This study aims to improve our understanding of intraspecific

ber of months where the mean monthly temperature exceeded 5°C;

root trait variation. We investigated whether general patterns in

Jones & Briffa, 1995) decreased from 7.7 to 6.5 months and was

intraspecific root trait variation existed along a 1,000 m elevation

highly correlated with MAT (Pearson r = 1, p < 0.001, N = 11). Sites

gradient in the French Alps, along which environmental variables

at 2,400 m a.s.l. were slightly warmer and received less rainfall than

vary (Figure S1). To this end, we measured SRL, root diameter, root

the sites at 2,200 and 2,300 m a.s.l. (Figure S1; Table S1); this is

tissue density and branching density on the absorptive roots of 11

counterintuitive and may be caused by the resolution of the climate

locally common herbaceous and woody species. We address three

models used, but these differences were small. The treeline lies be-

research questions: (a) how much does intraspecific trait variation

tween 2,000 and 2,100 m a.s.l. and is defined by the replacement

contribute to overall (i.e. within and across species) root trait vari-

of acidophilous Picea abies forests (Vaccinio myrtilli-Piceetea abietis)

ation along the gradient? (b) Are patterns in intraspecific root trait

by arctico-alpine heath (Loiseleurio procumbentis-Vaccinietea micro-

variation along an elevation gradient consistent across species? (c)

phylli; Bardat et al., 2004).

Do climate, soil and vegetation variables better explain intraspe-

Our study was conducted in five 20 × 20 m replicate plots per

cific variation in root traits than elevation? Question 1 focuses on

altitude that were established every 100 m increase in elevation

the extent of intraspecific variation, and we expected (Hypothesis

along the gradient. These plots were similar in slope (17.5 ± 5.6°)

1) that intraspecific root trait variation is considerable given the

and aspect (south-west) and were located at an average distance of

environmental variation along the elevation gradient, but still

100 m from each other below the treeline and 50 m between plots

lower than interspecific root trait variation. Question 2 focuses

above the treeline; the average distance between replicate plots

on the type of trait patterns along the elevation gradient, and we

ranged between 300 m and 2,000 m (AMAP, 2020; https://data.

expected (Hypothesis 2) that species show different relationships

inrae.fr/dataverse/ecopics). A botanical survey was performed on

between root traits and elevation because there are different

each plot and vascular plants were identified at the species level

ways to acquire and conserve resources belowground. More pre-

following the Flora Helvetica (Lauber et al., 2018). The ground cover

cisely, we hypothesise that with increasing elevation and asso-

of trees, shrubs, herbs, bryophytes, rocks and bare soil was esti-

ciated environmental change (a) either SRL or root diameter will

mated, and vegetation ground cover (i.e. the percentage of ground

increase to more efficiently acquire nutrients via roots or mycor-

surface covered by vegetation versus bare soils) significantly de-

rhizas, respectively, and/or (b) root branching density will increase

creased with increasing elevation (Figure S1; Table S1; AMAP, 2020;

to exploit heterogeneously distributed soil resources and/or (c)

https://data.inrae.fr/dataverse/ecopics). In June and July 2018,

root tissue density will increase to enhance resource conservation.

we sampled mature plants from 11 vascular species (Table 1). We

Regarding our third question, we hypothesised (Hypothesis 3) that

aimed to sample one plant per species in each of the five replicate

4
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TA B L E 1 Species information. Mycorrhizal association (AM, arbuscular mycorrhizal; EcM, ectomycorrhizal; ErM, ericoid mycorrhizal; NM,
non-mycorrhizal); Elevation, elevation (m a.s.l.) at which a species occurs in the French Alps (www.FloreAlpes.com 2019); Sampling range
(m a.s.l.), range of elevations at which species were sampled; n per trait, number of observations per species per trait
Species

Species
abbreviation

Family

Growth
form

Mycorrhizal
association

Anthoxanthum odoratum

AODOR

Poaceae

Grass

AMa

Carex sempervirens

CSEMP

Cyperaceae

Grass

AM + NMa,b

Sampling
range

n per
trait

0–3,100

1,400–2,000

36

1,500–2,400

1,800–2,400

35

a

Deschampsia flexuosa

DFLEX

Poaceae

Grass

AM

300–2,800

1,400–2,400

54

Nardus stricta

NSTRI

Poaceae

Grass

AMa

400–3,000

1,700–2,400

40

Gentiana acaulis

GACAU

Gentianaceae

Forb

AMb

1,400–3,000

1,700–2,400

39

Homogyne alpine

HALPI

Asteraceae

Forb

AM + EcMb

0–3,000

1,700–2,400

30

Peucedanum ostruthium

POSTR

Apiaceae

Forb

AMb

1,000–2,900

1,500–2,400

40

Juniperus communis

JCOMM

Cupressaceae

Shrub

AMa

0–2,500

1,700–2,400

40

Vaccinium myrtillus

VMYRT

Ericaceae

Shrub

ErMa

0–2,800

1,400–2,400

54

Picea abies

PABIE

Pinaceae

Tree

EcMa

0–2,200

1,400–2,000

35

0–2,000

1,400–1,900

31

Sorbus aucuparia
a

Elevation

SAUCU

Rosaceae

Tree

AM

a

Akhmetzhanova et al. (2012).

b

Hempel et al. (2013).

plots, leading to five individuals per species per altitude. However,

refrigerated until further processing and analyses in the laboratory.

not all species were present at all elevations, and we only found

Within 1 day but sometimes up to 2 days after sampling, roots were

three or four individuals of some species per elevation (Table 1) re-

washed, and non-damaged absorptive roots selected for further analy-

sulting in a total of 434 plants measured. Species were selected to

ses; for herbaceous plants with large root systems, we selected a rep-

comprise different growth forms (grasses, forbs, shrubs and trees)

resentative subsample of the absorptive roots. We defined absorptive

and to occur across a range of consecutive elevations; the number

roots as the first- and second-order roots following the morphometric

of species per elevation ranged from five to 11 (Table 1).

classification (first-order roots are the most distal orders), except for

In all, 10 soil samples were collected from the top 10 cm soil

grasses whose third-order roots were considered absorptive if they

below the litter layer in each plot. Samples were pooled per elevation,

were densely covered by root hairs. Roots were scanned in water using

air-dried, sieved to 2 mm and their soil texture (sand, loam and clay

a flatbed scanner with a backlight system (Epson Perfection V800

content), total soil organic carbon (C), nitrogen (N) and phosphorus

Photo) at 800 dpi; for herbaceous species, roots were stained with

(P) content, soil pH and cation exchange capacity (CEC) determined

methyl-violet (5 g/L) to improve contrast. Afterwards, they were oven-

(Table S1). Soil texture was measured using the Robison's pipette and

dried (60°C, 48 hr) and their dry mass determined.

sieving technique (Pansu & Gautheyrou, 2006). CEC (cmol/kg) was

Root scans were analysed with WinRhizo pro (version: 2009c;

determined in a cobalihexamin solution using the Matson method

Regent Instruments) to obtain data on the root length and root volume

(Ciesielski et al., 1997) and pH was measured in water. Total soil or-

in different diameter classes (from 0 to 2 mm diameter with a 0.1 mm

ganic C and N contents were determined by dry combustion (Girardin

bin size). From these data, we determined SRL (total root length/total

& Mariotti, 1991), soil P content was estimated with the Olsen

root dry mass), mean root diameter and root tissue density (root dry

method (Olsen et al., 1954).

mass/total root fresh volume in diameter classes; Freschet, Pagès,
et al., 2020; Rose, 2017). We used root diameter as a proxy for my-

2.2 | Root trait measurements

corrhizal colonisation rates as we did not measure this. We measured
root branching density (i.e. number of first-order roots per length
second-order roots) from these same root scans based on up to five

Roots from 11 species were carefully dug out from the top 15 cm

representative second-order root segments per scan (ImageJ, http://

soil horizon and below the litter layer. For woody species (shrubs and

rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/). The root branching density was averaged across

trees), 3–5 different coarse roots were dug up from approximately 0.5–

all measurements per individual plant, and the mean branching density

1.5 m from the base of the stem, and traced back to the stem to verify

per plant was treated like the other root traits in our statistical analyses.

that they belonged to the chosen individual. For herbaceous species
(grasses and forbs), we dug out almost entire root systems. For woody
and herbaceous species, whose roots were growing too deep or too

2.3 | Statistical analyses

wide to collect all roots, we ensured we had retrieved sufficient absorptive roots to perform reliable root trait measurements (see below).

We first tested intraspecific relationships between SRL, root diame-

Roots with adhering soil were stored in moist plastic bags and kept

ter and tissue density, as these are not fully independent. Across and
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degree polynomial and an exponential model to select the best
model based on their Akaike information criterion (AIC), and then

When all species were pooled together, SRL and root diameter, and

tested these trait relationships for the best model.

SRL and root tissue density were significantly correlated with each

To address the first research question and corresponding

other, following a negative exponential relationship (Figure S2a,b).

hypothesis, we quantified the extent of intraspecific and in-

The relationship between root diameter and root tissue density

terspecific root trait variation by calculating the coefficient of

was significant and best described by a U-shaped relationship

variation of SRL (CVSRL ), diameter (CVdia), root tissue density

(Figure S2c).

(CV RTD) and branching density (CV BD; trait standard deviation/
trait mean × 100%) within each species and across all species
combined. In addition, we partitioned the root trait variance between biologically hierarchical (nested) levels across all individual

3.1 | The contribution of intraspecific variation to
overall root trait variation (Hypothesis 1)

plants (i.e. at the replicate plot level) to determine to what extent
growth form, species, elevation and replicate plot explain overall

The variance in SRL, diameter and branching density across all

root trait variation. More specifically, we determined the percent-

individuals combined was mostly explained by species identity

age of trait variance explained by root trait differences between

(20%–70%; Figure 1). Overall (i.e. across all plants) intraspecific

growth forms; between species; within species between eleva-

trait variation accounted for 20%–35% of this variation, but most

tions (i.e. intraspecific trait variation along the elevation gradient);

of it (15%–35% of the total variation) was explained by differ-

and within species within elevations (i.e. intraspecific trait vari-

ences among conspecifics at the same elevation that were sam-

ation at the same elevation). We applied a linear mixed model to

pled at different replicate plots (i.e. ITVwithin in Figure 1), and only

partition the variance in root traits with a given trait as the depen-

a small proportion (1%–5%) by differences between conspecifics

dent factor and only random effects [‘elevation’ (i.e. conspecific

along the elevation gradient (i.e. ITV between in Figure 1). Growth

plants between elevations) nested in ‘species’ nested in ‘growth

form explained another 5%–15% of the variance in these traits.

form’]. The remaining variance was explained by trait differences

The variance in root tissue density was more equally explained by

between conspecific plants growing in different replicate plots at

intraspecific trait variation within elevations (37%), growth form

the same elevation (Albert et al., 2010).

(27%) and species (24%), while intraspecific trait variation between

The relationship between root traits and elevation (research

elevations explained 12% of its variance. Trait coefficients of vari-

question 2) or environmental properties (research question 3)

ation (CV) at the intraspecific level were generally highest for SRL

and our trait-specific hypotheses (Hypothesis 2) were tested with

and branching density (on average 35% and 33%, respectively), and

a linear regression model with the trait as dependent, and eleva-

lowest for root diameter and root tissue density (mean CV 20%;

tion or a single environmental property as independent variables.
We were unable to test multiple regression models as we lacked
the information to specify which environmental variables would
be linearly or nonlinearly related to root traits. We applied linear
or second-degree polynomial models for each trait and each species depending on their AIC. The environmental variables tested
included MAT, MAP, CEC, soil N content, pH, sand content and
vegetation ground cover, that all reflect different and largely independent elements of the plant's environment (e.g. temperature,
water and nutrient supply, and competition). We used the AIC values of these models to determine whether environmental properties or elevation best explained intraspecific root trait variation
(Hypothesis 3) and considered models equally good if the difference in their AIC (ΔAIC) was <2.
We also compared root trait relationships with elevation or
environmental variables between growth forms and between all
plants using mixed models. Elevation or a single environmental
variable was included as a fixed factor; for the models per growth
form, ‘species’ was a random factor, and for the models across all
plants, ‘species’ nested in ‘growth form’ were random factors. All
statistical tests were carried out in the R statistical software (R
Core Team, 2019) using the lme4 (Bates et al., 2015) and MuMIn
(Barton, 2019).

F I G U R E 1 Percentage of total trait variance explained by
different biologically hierarchical levels, that is, between growth
forms (grasses, forbs, shrubs and trees), between species,
intraspecific trait variation between elevations (ITVbetween) and
within elevations (ITVwithin). SRL, specific root length; Diam., root
mean diameter; RTD, root tissue density; BD, root branching
density
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Figure S3). Trait CV was higher at the interspecific than at the intraspecific level for SRL, root diameter and root tissue density (except for V. myrtillus) but not for branching density.

3.2 | Intraspecific relationships between root
traits and elevation (Hypothesis 2)

WEEMSTRA et al.

3.3 | Root trait relationships with environmental
variables versus relationships with elevation
(Hypothesis 3)
Shapes and strengths of intraspecific relationships between SRL and
environmental variables differed largely between species (Figure 3a;
Table S4). The most consistent patterns were observed for climate
variables: SRL increased with MAT (four species) and decreased with

The SRL within eight species was significantly related to elevation

MAP (five species; Figure 4a). Specific root length was also signifi-

(Figure 2; Table S2). Three species had lower SRL and one species

cantly related to vegetation ground cover within six species, and

had higher SRL with increasing elevation, and four species displayed

these relationships were positive, negative or U-shaped (Figure 3a).

a U-shaped relationship between SRL and altitude. Elevation ex-

Relationships between SRL and soil properties were even more vari-

plained 14%–27% of the intraspecific variation in SRL depending on

able: within five species, SRL was significantly related to soil pH and

the species. Between growth forms, SRL significantly decreased with

N content and these relationships were either negative, U- or bell-

increasing elevation for grasses, showed a U-shaped pattern along the

shaped. Specific root length varied with sand content within only

elevation gradient for forbs and shrubs, and did not change significantly

two species (a negative and a bell-shaped pattern occurred), but not

with elevation in trees (Table S3; Figure S4). Across all individuals of all

with CEC within any of the species. As hypothesised, for four species

species, SRL declined with altitude up to 2,000 m but increased again

(N. stricta, G. acaulis, H. alpine and J. communis), single environmental

above 2,000 m a.s.l. (Figure S4). Elevation explained only a minor pro-

models (MAT, MAP and soil pH, depending on the species) were a

portion of the overall variation in SRL (R2m = 0.01, Table S3).

better fit for modelling variation in SRL than the elevation model (i.e.

Intraspecific variation in root diameter was significantly related to

they had a lower AIC; Figure 3a; Table S4). For four species, elevation

elevation within six species: within one species, diameter increased,

and environmental models were equally good (i.e. ΔAIC < 2), while

in one species it decreased, and in the remaining four species,

for three species, intraspecific variation in SRL was not explained by

bell-shaped patterns occurred with increasing elevation (Figure 2;

any of the elevation or environmental models.

Table S2). Elevation explained 15%–39% of the intraspecific variation

Intraspecific variation in root diameter was mostly related to MAP

in root diameter. The grasses, forbs and shrubs displayed a significant

(Figure 4b), but the shape of these relationships depended upon the

bell-shaped relationship between diameter and elevation, whereas in

species, with positive (two species), negative (one species), bell-shaped

trees, diameter increased with elevation (Table S3; Figure S4). Across

(three species) and U-shaped (one species) relationships (Figures 3b

all individuals of all species, root diameter showed a significant, bell-

and 4b; Table S4). Intraspecific variation in root diameter was also

shaped pattern along the elevation gradient, with the thickest roots

related to variation in MAT (five species), sand content (five species)

occurring at 1,960 m a.s.l. (Figure S4), but only explained a marginal

and N content (four species) but here too, the shapes of these rela-

part of overall root trait variation (R2m = 0.01; Table S3).

tionships were highly variable between different species (Figure 3b).

Seven species showed a significant relationship between root

Root diameter was positively (three species) and negatively (one spe-

tissue density and elevation (Figure 2; Table S2). One species had

cies) related to vegetation ground cover and varied with soil pH and

a bell-shaped pattern, five species had higher and one species had

CEC within one species each (root diameter increased with decreas-

lower root tissue density with increasing altitude; elevation explained

ing CEC, and with increasing pH). For six species (N. stricta, H. alpine,

12%–29% of intraspecific trait variation in root tissue density. The

P. ostruthium, J. communis, V. myrtillus and S. aucuparia), environmental

root tissue density of grasses and shrubs increased with elevation,

models were better fits to the variation in root diameter than the ele-

whereas forbs and trees did not demonstrate any significant pat-

vation model (Figure 3b). For three species, variation in root diameter

terns (Table S3; Figure S4). Across all individuals of all species, root

was best described by both the elevation model and by single environ-

tissue density significantly increased at higher elevations (Figure S4),

mental models, especially MAT and MAP, and for two species none of

but elevation explained only 2% of its variation (Table S3).

the models explained variation in root diameter.

Branching density varied significantly with elevation within four

Variation in root tissue density of most species was related to

species, and these changes were linear and positive within two spe-

changes in vegetation ground cover (Figure 4c), MAT and MAP (six,

cies, U-shaped within one species and bell-shaped within another

five and four species, respectively), but depending on the species,

species (Figure 2; Table S2). Elevation explained 12%–19% of the

these relationships were positive, negative, U-shaped, bell-shaped or

intraspecific variation in branching density. Regarding the different

non-significant (Figure 3c; Table S4). Root tissue density varied with

growth forms, the branching density of grasses increased with el-

CEC in three species (these relationships were negative and linear,

evation, and followed a bell-shaped pattern for shrubs, but did not

or bell-shaped) and to sand content (positively within two species,

change significantly for forbs and trees (Table S3, Figure S4). Across

bell-shaped relationship within two species). Root tissue density did

all individuals, branching density significantly increased at higher el-

not change with any of the environmental variables in three species.

evations (Figure S4), but only 1% of the variation was explained by

The best model(s) were environmental models for four species (i.e.

elevation (Table S3).

C. sempervirens, N. stricta, G. acaulis, H. alpina), but the significant

WEEMSTRA et al.
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F I G U R E 2 Observed variation in root traits along an elevation gradient within species. Each data point represents a trait value for an
individual plant. Regression lines indicate significant relationships between root traits and elevation within a species. Model statistics are
presented in Table S2. Colours refer to growth forms (light-green, grass; purple, forbs; dark-green, shrubs; dark-blue, trees). Light-grey
vertical bands indicate the altitude of the treeline. Species abbreviations are explained in Table 1. Note the log-scale of the y-axis
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F I G U R E 3 Significant relationships (p < 0.05) between (a) specific root length, (b) root diameter, (c) root tissue density, and (d) root
branching density and (single) environmental variables within species and across all plants. Lines qualitatively illustrate the shape (linear
or quadratic) and direction (positive or negative) of these relationships. Thick lines indicate the best model explaining trait variation per
species (i.e. based on lowest AIC); models were considered equally good if the difference in their AIC (ΔAIC) < 2. Empty cells imply that
no significant trait relationships were found. Model statistics on trait–elevation and trait–environment relationships within species and
across all plants are presented in Tables S2–S5. MAT, mean annual temperature; MAP, mean annual precipitation; CEC, soil cation exchange
capacity; sand, soil sand content; pH, soil pH; total N, soil total nitrogen content; Cover, percentage of the ground area covered by
vegetation. Species abbreviations are explained in Table 1
predictors differed between species. For three other species, ele-

(Figures 3d and 4d; Table S4). Variation in branching density within

vation and environmental models were equally good, and for one

two to three species was related to changes in the other soil vari-

species, elevation was the single best predictor of variation in root

ables and vegetation ground cover: generally, it increased with sand

tissue density. Three species showed no significant relationships be-

content (two species) and soil pH (two species), it decreased with

tween root tissue density and elevation or environmental variables.

vegetation ground cover (two species), and showed a bell-shaped

Branching density was mostly and consistently related to vari-

relationship with soil N content (two species). In addition, branching

ation in CEC: four species had less branched roots with higher CEC

density was negatively related to MAT (one species), and positively

Functional Ecology
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F I G U R E 4 Variation in root traits
in relation to the main relevant
environmental variable identified within
species (coloured lines referring to
different species) and across all plants
(black line); only significant relationships
are shown. (a) Specific root length with
mean annual precipitation; (b) root
diameter with mean annual precipitation;
(c) root tissue density with vegetation
ground cover; (d) branching density with
cation exchange capacity. Corresponding
model statistics are presented in Tables S4
and S5. Species abbreviations are
explained in Table 1. Note the log-scale of
the y-axis

to MAP (two species). For seven species (i.e. A. odoratum, D. flexuosa,

differences between conspecifics within a given altitude (i.e. be-

H. alpina, P. ostruthium, J. communis, V. myrtillus, and S. aucuparia),

tween replicate plots at the same altitude) rather than along the

the best models included only single environmental properties that

1,000 m elevation gradient. Defrenne et al. (2019) also found that

mostly represented soil properties, but predictors varied between

their smallest sampling scales—that is, the individual root branch

species (Figure 3d). For one species, elevation and CEC were equally

and the soil blocks from which roots were collected—explained

good fits, and for two species, neither elevation nor environmental

up to 100% of root trait variation of Douglas fir trees along a

variables explained variation in branching density.

600-km, biogeographical gradient in Canada. Similarly, Kumordzi

Finally, when all individuals of all species were considered to-

et al. (2019) showed that a large part of root trait variation was

gether in one model, we observed significant relationships between

explained at the local scale (i.e. sites within their gradient with com-

root traits and elevation and environmental variables. However, these

parable climate and soil characteristics) rather than at the regional

variables explained only a marginal proportion of the trait variation

scale (i.e. their ~5,000 km long gradient). The large heterogeneity

(mostly <2%); the contribution of the random factors (‘species’ nested

of soils at small spatial scales (Ettema & Wardle, 2002) may cause

in ‘growth form’) was substantial but does not account for intraspecific

roots to respond to very local soil properties, for example by pro-

trait variation (Tables S3 and S5). SRL was significantly and negatively

ducing more lateral roots when encountering a nutrient-rich patch

related to MAP (Figures 3a and 4a) and soil pH, and root diameter was

(Hodge, 2004). Especially in competition with other plants, this

positively related to soil pH (Figure 3b). Root tissue density decreased

ability to show strong root responses to small-scale environmental

significantly with increasing MAT, CEC, and vegetation ground cover

changes may have considerable benefits to plant performance on

(Figures 3c and 4c), and with decreasing MAP and soil N content.

infertile, patchy soils (Hodge, 2004; Hutchings et al., 2003). These

Branching density was positively related to MAP, sand content and

results emphasise the necessity to better characterise the micro-

soil pH, and negatively to CEC (Figures 3d and 4d).

environment of the roots sampled, for example by measuring soil
resource availability and bulk density, the density and identity of

4 | D I S CU S S I O N
4.1 | Low intraspecific variation in root traits with
elevation

neighbouring plants, and microbial properties, such as mycorrhizal
or decomposer community composition, that are all known to influence intraspecific root trait variation (Defrenne et al., 2019; Ettema
& Wardle, 2002; Hutchings et al., 2003). The large intraspecific
root trait differences within a given elevation further imply that
interpreting mean values of trait data at the species level requires

Although there was considerable intraspecific variation in root

careful consideration of the environmental context at small eco-

traits across our 11 study species, this was largely owing to trait

logical scales.
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In line with our first hypothesis, species' identity was the best

of, and patterns in intraspecific trait variation may be influenced by

predictor of root trait variation; it explained 20%–70% of the total

species' phylogenetic background (Kembel & Cahill, 2005), phylog-

variation in root traits, and the CV of SRL, root diameter and root

eny may be relevant to account for in future work.

tissue density was generally higher at the interspecific than the

The complexity of our elevation gradient may partly explain why

intraspecific level. Read et al. (2017) found the opposite pattern

patterns in trait variation are species-specific. Plants are expected

for SRL, but other studies found outcomes similar to ours (Burton

to have an optimised array of traits to enhance the uptake of the

et al., 2017; Ding et al., 2020; Valverde-Barrantes et al., 2013). Root

most limiting resource (Hill et al., 2006; Ryser & Eek, 2000) and

trait variation at the community level may thus be generally more

often have adaptive responses to cope with environmental stresses

strongly driven by species' turnover than intraspecific root trait

(Sultan, 2000). Along elevation—and other natural—gradients, the

variation, but as species in our study did not make up the majority

most limiting factor(s) and the dominant stress can vary (Sundqvist

of the vegetation cover at all elevations, we could not test this po-

et al., 2013) and such conditions may be perceived differently by

tential consequence. Although climate and soil properties changed

co-occurring species (Valladares et al., 2007), leading to divergent

substantially along the gradient, elevation explained only a minor

trait responses among species (e.g. Freschet et al., 2018; Kichenin

proportion (1%–5%) of overall root trait variation compared to other

et al., 2013). For example, temperature is a stronger limitation for

studies that covered larger environmental gradients. For instance,

plant functioning for trees than for herbaceous species, as reflected

the gradients considered by Zadworny et al. (2016) and Ostonen

by the existence of treelines at high altitudes across the world (Hoch

et al. (2011) covered considerably larger variation in MAT (6-fold and

& Körner, 2012; Körner, 1998), whereas light may be strongly lim-

8-fold variation in MAT, respectively; and 2.5 fold variation in MAP

iting for herbaceous species in forested areas below the treeline,

in Ostonen et al. (2011)) than found along our gradient (i.e. 2.2-fold

but less so for trees. Although we could not test multiple regression

variation in MAT, 1.2-fold variation in MAP). At the same time, eleva-

models (see Section 2), the multivariate nature of our elevation gra-

tion explained between 10% and 40% of the intraspecific root trait

dient likely plays a role in the nonlinear variation of root traits with

variation because the individual species' regression models (Figure 2)

elevation. The different resource requirements of species, the shifts

allowed the testing of nonlinear models, whereas our variance parti-

in resource limitations along the gradient and the existence of alter-

tioning analyses across all plants of all species together (Figure 1) as-

native ways to respond to these shifts can therefore in part explain

sumed linear relationships only. Depending on the species and trait

idiosyncratic (linear vs. nonlinear) root relationships along the eleva-

of interest, nonlinear variation in trait relationships with complex

tion gradient.

environmental gradients needs to be considered to determine how
(much) individual species respond to environmental change.

4.2 | Idiosyncratic root trait patterns along a
complex environmental gradient

4.3 | Intraspecific root trait relationships with
elevation and environmental variables
In line with our third hypothesis, changes in environmental variables
along our elevation gradient often better explained intraspecific root

As expected (Hypothesis 2), we found virtually no general patterns

trait variation than elevation did. However, the shapes and strengths

in intraspecific root trait variation with elevation across 11 spe-

of the root trait relationships with these environmental properties

cies: we observed linear (positive and negative), nonlinear (bell- and

were also highly variable: a given root trait varied in different ways

U-shaped) or no relationship between root traits and altitude. We

with different environmental properties depending on the species.

further hypothesised that trait values would increase with elevation

Here we discuss which and how climate, soil or vegetation proper-

as this would contribute to resource acquisition (for SRL, root di-

ties were related to intraspecific variation per root trait.

ameter and branching density) or conservation (for root tissue den-

Mean annual precipitation was the most important variable to

sity), but SRL and root diameter increased within only one species,

explain intraspecific variation in SRL for 5 of our 11 study species,

root branching density increased within two species and root tissue

but how it relates to SRL remains difficult to interpret. Within these

density increased within five species. These different trait patterns

five species, SRL was higher at sites that received less precipitation

could not be attributed to different growth forms, as has been ob-

(i.e. lower elevations) where it may contribute to water uptake; how-

served elsewhere on root (Zhao et al., 2016) and leaf traits (Midolo

ever, several studies have reported no intraspecific changes in SRL

et al., 2019), because in our study, root trait patterns were highly

along drought or rainfall gradients (Bristiel et al., 2019; Ostonen

variable within growth forms, and overlapping between species of

et al., 2007; Zhou et al., 2019) and drought may not be an import-

different growth forms (Figure S4). Prior studies also observed idi-

ant factor for plants at these lower elevation sites at the Belledonne

osyncratic patterns in leaf (Albert et al., 2010; Kichenin et al., 2013;

Massif given the ample rainfall (Table S1). Four of these five spe-

Read et al., 2017) and root trait variation along various environmen-

cies also had higher SRL on warmer sites (i.e. lower elevations) so

tal gradients (Kumordzi et al., 2019; Roybal & Butterfield, 2019; Zhou

that to some extent, changes in SRL with MAP may reflect a re-

et al., 2019) suggesting that idiosyncrasy in intraspecific trait pat-

sponse to MAT. We hypothesised that SRL would increase with

terns may be a widespread phenomenon. As the different degrees

elevation because this would enhance resource uptake (Freschet
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& Roumet, 2017) on colder sites with slower nutrient cycling and

are better protected against adverse conditions like unstable soils,

lower nutrient availability (Loomis et al., 2006; Mayor et al., 2017;

which reduces the loss of resources in low-resource environments.

Sveinbjornsson et al., 1995; Hypothesis 2a). However, SRL was lower

However, evidence for the relationship between root tissue den-

at colder sites, warmer sites did not have higher soil N or P con-

sity and lifespan within species is virtually non-existent, and still

tents, and SRL rarely varied with the soil fertility indicators that we

inconclusive across species (Eissenstat & Yanai, 1997; McCormack

measured such as CEC or soil N. The links between SRL, climate and

et al., 2012; Ryser, 1996). A recent study demonstrates that at least

soil properties are thus unclear. We could not separate direct effects

across woody species, root lifespan is more strongly determined

of temperature and the length of the growing season (which were

by root diameter than by root tissue density (Kong et al., 2019).

highly correlated) from indirect effects via soil nutrient availability,

Alternatively, roots may become denser at higher altitudes with

but the inconsistent root trait relationships with soil fertility vari-

denser soils, as dense roots have thicker cell walls to retain turgor

ables may suggest a stronger and direct relationship between intra-

pressure in compact soils (Bengough et al., 2006). In summary, while

specific root trait variation and temperature along our gradient.

root tissue density showed the most consistent relationships with

Most species (seven out of 11) showed a significant change
in root diameter with MAP, but these relationships were positive,

elevation of all traits, there are several potential mechanisms that
can explain these patterns.

negative, bell- and U-shaped depending on the species. These idio-

The expectation that species would increase root branching den-

syncratic patterns may result from the multiple costs and benefits

sity at higher elevations (Hypothesis 2b) to improve resource uptake

associated with modifying root diameter in different environments.

from increasingly patchy soil resources (Hodge, 2004) was observed

Our hypothesis (2a) is based on the premise that thicker roots may

in only two species; others demonstrated no relationships or U- and

sustain higher mycorrhizal colonisation rates which benefits re-

bell-shaped patterns along the gradient. Soil properties were overall

source uptake. However, this relationship is more firmly established

the best predictors of intraspecific variation in branching density; in

for arbuscular mycorrhizal hosts (as thick roots generally have a

general, branching density increased on poor, basic soils (i.e. with low

larger cortex which is directly related to space for arbuscular mycor-

CEC and high pH), on cold sites and with sparse vegetation ground

rhizal fungi; Kong et al., 2014) than for ectomycorrhizal host species

cover, which agrees with the expectation that high branching den-

(Ding et al., 2020; Kong et al., 2014; McCormack & Iversen, 2019).

sity is beneficial on nutrient-poor soils (Zadworny et al., 2016). These

Thick roots also have lower proliferation rates (Eissenstat, 1991)

features all typically characterise high-elevation sites, but surpris-

and foraging precision (Chen et al., 2016); such slower proliferation

ingly, direct relationships between root branching and elevation

may be particularly disadvantageous at high altitudes, with typically

were mostly not significant or nonlinear. In prior studies, intraspecific

heterogeneous resource distributions (Holtmeier & Broll, 2005) and

variation in branching density along environmental gradients is not

short growing seasons that provide limited opportunities to capture

always straightforward either. For example, root branching density

sufficient resources, especially in competition with neighbouring

has been shown to decrease (Holdaway et al., 2011) but also (mar-

plants (Hutchings et al., 2003). As such, an increase in root diameter

ginally) increase with soil P (Defrenne et al., 2019), and the degree of

at high elevations may not be as beneficial for ectomycorrhizal as

branching in nutrient patches may differ between species, depending

arbuscular mycorrhizal plants, and may not outweigh concomitant

on their nutritional needs and the degree of competition with other

disadvantages linked to other soil properties that vary with altitude.

plants (Hodge, 2004). The fact that environmental variables typi-

Instead, plants may modify traits that we did not measure such as

cally considered to be important drivers of plant intraspecific trait

root mass density (Hendriks et al., 2015; Weemstra et al., 2017), exu-

variation explain only a small part of the variation in root branching

date composition (De Vries et al., 2019) and uptake kinetics (Jackson

density suggests that we need to measure other factors, such as soil

et al., 1990) to improve resource availability and acquisition in nutrient-

micro-heterogeneity and plant–plant interactions to explain variation

poor and/or heterogeneous soils.

in root branching.

Variation in root tissue density was the most consistent adjust-

Root trait covariation between SRL, root diameter and tissue

ment across all species, with five species producing denser roots at

density predicted by mathematical functions did not clearly explain

high altitudes as hypothesised (Hypothesis 2c), but among the re-

the observed intraspecific root trait relationships with elevation

maining six species, relationships between elevation and root tissue

or environmental variables. Negative trait interrelationships would

density varied. Of the environmental properties, variation in root tis-

imply opposite trait patterns along our elevation gradient which we

sue density was for most species associated with changes in vegeta-

only observed within one (root tissue density – diameter: J. com-

tion ground cover; three species of these produced denser roots on

munis) or two species (SRL – diameter: D. flexuosa and J. commu-

sites with more sparse vegetation cover. This change in root tissue

nis; SRL – root tissue density: A. odoratum and H. alpine; Figure 2).

density potentially reflects the direct buffering effects of vegeta-

Possibly, different environmental properties impact component

tion on low temperatures, and/or may indicate an indirect relation-

traits (i.e. root tissue density and root diameter) in different ways,

ship between root tissue density and factors typically responsible

with differential influences on their composite trait (i.e. SRL), which

for low vegetation ground cover, such as moving soils, eroded soils

could explain why variation in SRL along elevation or environmental

and shallow soils. Our hypothesis that root tissue density increases

gradients in general is rarely coordinated with the variation in its

with elevation is based on the general assumption that dense roots

component traits (Freschet, Roumet, et al., 2020). Unravelling these
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mechanisms requires studying roots in greater detail by studying, for

C.R. and A.S. All authors contributed critically to the drafts and gave

example, root anatomical properties (e.g. cortex and stele thickness),

final approval for publication.

which underlie variations in root diameter, tissue density and SRL
(Freschet, Pagès, et al., 2020; Kong et al., 2019) but are under the
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tion at least partly agree with previous interspecific observations,
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whereby a multidimensional trait space allows the synonymous
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5 | CO N C LU S I O N S
This study illustrates the extent to which patterns in intraspecific
root trait variation can be species-specific along a complex environmental gradient. It further suggests that contrasting sets of trait
adjustments across species may be equally adaptive in similar environments (e.g. by investing in the acquisition versus conservation
of resources or adopting distinct resource acquisition strategies),
to overcome specific environmental constraints. It finally highlights that intraspecific root trait variation may depend more on
small-scale heterogeneity than large-scale environmental variation.
Overall, our work emphasises that future studies of complex environmental gradients may need to use more integrative approaches
to study and understand plant responses—targeting larger sets of
relevant traits and environmental descriptors and accounting for
nonlinear relationships—to improve our mechanistic understanding
of how plants adjust to multiple co-occurring variations in environmental properties.
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